
Let me tell you the days of a little girl who lives in Northwest India . Her name is Manju .

Every morning at 6:00 a.m., Manju wakes up excited to go to school. She eats breakfast, says
goodbye to her parents, and heads to class.
By 7:15, Manju is sitting in one of the five classrooms of Lai . 
Her favorite subject is English, but she enjoys the lessons on writing and reading as well.
At 10, she eats a lunchtime meal prepared in the school kitchen and, now well fed, she is ready for
the rest of her lessons. The school day ends at noon, but there is time enough to play with her
friends in the garden before she has to go home.
After school she's helping around her parents’ farm: the cows need to be fed.
At 5:30 she goes to collect water and firewood to help prepare dinner.
By 7:00, the family has eaten dinner, and she helps her family clean up. There is still half an hour
before she needs to go to bed, so she decides to study a little more. But she’s careful , tomorrow
is a busy day.

Manju's day would never have exist before. Indeed Free The Children has helped the community
of  Lai  to  build  five  classrooms  .In  the  past,  the  community  had  one  local  school  with  two
classrooms serving grades 1 at 3. Students were taught by a single teacher and the school had no
furniture or learning materials like books or pencils,girls were discouraged from attending school.
On top of that unsafe drinking water,  improper health practices and no access to health care
meant children missed school because they were sick.

Manju would have walked miles to the nearest water source and then walked miles back carrying a
heavy bucket of water. This trek might have taken all day, which would have prevented her from
going to school. But thanks to the work being done , Manju can go to school and still help out her
family.

Manju’s day serves as a reminder that thanks to the improvements in Lai, the barriers that would
have  otherwise  prevented  her  from  getting  an  education  have  been  removed.Now  girls  are
encouraged  to  attend  school  and  enrollment  of  female  students  nearly  equals  that  of  male
students.
But it's not only education its bring clean water without disease and create a medicinal garden too.
In fact Free The Children has completely rehabilitated the local health resource center and has
been conducting disease prevention workshops in the community too.

Now like 250 other children Manju, has the support needed to chase her dreamand that's what
really matter
At eight years old, Manju already knows what she wants to be when she grows up, she wants to
help by becoming a teacher .


